Activities from 12pm to 6pm
Time
12.00pm to
2.00pm

Event
[Networking] (For EEE alumni only)

2.00pm to
4.00pm

[Talk]

2.30pm to
3.15pm

3.30pm to
4.15pm

3.30pm to
5.00pm

3.30pm to
5.00pm

Back to School Lunch & Meet Your Professors and Fellow Alumni

Panel Discussion: “The Art and Science of Entrepreneurship”
Chairman – Mr Inderjit Singh (EEE/1985)
Panellists – Mr Collin Ang, Managing Director, Decision Science Agency Pte Ltd
Dr Lam Yee Loy, Co-Founder and CTO of DenseLight Semiconductors Pte Ltd
Dr Ethan Chu, CEO & Founder, Xjera Labs Pte Ltd
[Hands-on Activity] (For EEE alumni only)
EEE Escape Game Room
Xperience@EEE is the first technology-enabled escape room in the world that was built by
undergraduate students in a university. Players need to collaboratively work together to
escape the room and complete the mission.
[Talk]
NBS Presents: The Parental Role in Career Guidance
Speaker: Mr Jeremiah Wong, Educator for Career Counselling
Learn about some good ways and approaches that parents can adopt in helping their
children navigate the future world of work. Hear from our speaker as he shares
perspectives, tips and approaches to enhance the parental involvement in career guidance.
[Workshop]
NBS Presents: Career Decision Making Workshop (This talk is open to teenage children
of NTU alumni, who will have to register on behalf of their children.)
Speaker: Mr Gerald Tan, Career Counsellor
For a young person, learning to make personal choices to navigate education choices and
discover career directions can be stressful and uncertain. Besides considering academic
excellence, what other areas should we consider when making choices? Targeted at youth
aged between 15 and 21, this workshop helps youth explore personal aspirations and
develop greater self-awareness through discussions to support their education and career
choice.
[Workshop]
NBS Presents: Nuturing Your Child For The Primary School and PSLE Journey
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Venue
Lee Kong Chian
Lecture Theatre
Foyer
(SS3-B2-10)
Lecture Theatre
23
(SS2-B2-05)

Xperience@EEE
(S2.2-B3-09)

The Hive, Level
B3
TR+15

The Hive, Level
B3
TR+16

The Hive, Level
B3

4.00pm to
5.30pm
4.00pm to
6.00pm

Speaker: Mr Alvin Kuek. Co-founder & Master Teacher, Mind Stretcher
Ms Kristie Lim, Founding Principal, Mind Stretcher
Support your child’s primary school journey by understanding the core competencies they
should develop in this evolving education landscape. This workshop will provide tips on
how to navigate the seemingly high-stakes PSLE journey. Learn how to nurture your child
holistically from a young age to build a good foundation across subjects.
[Workshop]
Solar Car Workshop (Suitable for children between the ages of 10 and 14)

TR+13

The Hive, Level
L3

TR+56
Curious about vaccines? Ever wondered what that plant is outside your home and how you will power your car
or home in the future? Join faculty from the College of Science to learn more about how science is all around us
and making a difference in our everyday lives.
From classroom demonstrations to short talks, get up close with some of the latest discoveries from faculty from
the Asian School of the Environment, School of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, School of Biological
Sciences and the new School of Chemistry, Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology. Everyone is welcome to
join in! No pre-registration is required.
The Hive, Level
•
[Hands-on Activity] Bacteria Found on Your Hand
B4
•
[Demonstration] Superconductivity: What is it and how does it work?
TR+9, TR+10 &
TR+11
•
Demonstration] What’s in your chemistry set? How catalysis work to
decompose hydrogen peroxide.
•

[Hands-on Activity] Banana DNA: Learn to isolate DNA from bananas.

•

[Display & Talk] The little things that run the world: Invertebrates of
Singapore & Malaysia

[Talk] Why is understanding Singapore's Geology crucial for a Sustainable
Future? Talk sessions will be conducted at 4.00pm and 5.00pm for 20 mins
followed by 10 mins Q&A session.
[Networking] (For MSE alumni only)
•

4.00pm to
5.30pm
4.00pm to
5.00pm

MSE Alumni & Faculty Get-Together
Reconnect with your professors and fellow alumni at this casual networking session.
[Workshop]

PaCE@NTU Presents: Health Coaching: Empowering the Skills towards Ageing
Healthily and Gracefully

The Hive, Level
B2
TR+25
The Hive, Level
B4
TR+7

Trainers:
Ms Falina, Assistant Director, NTU Ageing Research Institute for Society & Education

4.00pm to
5.30pm

Dr Cao Yuanyuan, Research Fellow, NTU Wee Kim Wee School of Communication and
Information
Health coaching is defined as a goal-oriented, client-centred partnership focused on health
and well-being that occurs through a process of client enlightenment and empowerment. In
this workshop, we will equip participants with basic knowledge on how health coaching
skills along with an understanding of the importance of good nutrition and simple exercise
can help a person to age healthily and maintain a healthy lifestyle.
[Talk] 讲座 (Conducted in Mandarin)
The Development and Challenges of the Singapore's Clan Associations
“新加坡宗乡会馆的发展与挑战”

The Hive, Level
L1
Lecture Theatre

Speaker: Mr Kua Bak Lim (Arts/1971) 主讲者：柯木林先生

4.00pm to
6.00pm

4.00pm to
6.00pm

Moderator: Associate Professor Yow Cheun Hoe, Director, NTU Chinese Heritage Centre
主持人：华裔馆馆长游俊豪教授
[Networking] (For NIE alumni only)
NIE Alumni Networking Session
Catch up with your fellow NIE alumni through a “Netwalking” session where Alumni can
take a walk to NIE to reminisce about their school days before returning to The Hive.
[Booth]
Asian School of the Environment Alumni Association Jewellery Booth
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The Hive, Level
B2
TR+24
The Hive, Level
B5

4.00pm to
6.00pm

4.00pm to
6.00pm

4.00pm to
6.00pm
4.00pm to
6.00pm
4.00pm to
6.00pm
4.00pm to
6.00pm

4.00pm to
6.00pm

Featuring Lisa – our alumna entrepreneur from Class of 2019. Tinker Aerie will be selling
handcrafted jewellery with designs inspired by nature, such as preserved botanicals
encased in resin, seascape designs, and rock-inspired designs. In our efforts to promote
sustainability, packaging will also be minimal, no-frills and plastic-free, allowing the quality
and aesthetics of the crafts to be the focus.
[Hands-on Activity]
CEE Memories and Games
Walk down the CEE memory lane and immerse yourself with the fun-filled games. All
alumni are welcome!
[Networking]
Transforming Ideas to Ventures – Nanyang Technopreneurship Center (NTC)
Whether you are an entrepreneur looking to start or grow your business, or an intrapreneur
who thrives on innovation and spearheading organisational changes, NTC provides holistic
entrepreneurship education and an entrepreneurship ecosystem that will help you develop
an entrepreneurial mindset and skills. Drop by and have a chat with NTC to find out more
about its entrepreneurship programmes and courses and receive a free cup of bubble tea*!
* Limited to the first 50 NTU alumni, 1 cup per person.
[Networking] (For IGS & IGP alumni only)
Graduate College Hi-Tea Networking Session
[Networking]

The Hive, Level
B4
TR+6
The Hive, Level
B4
TR+4

The Hive, Level
B2
TR+26
The Hive, Level 2

An afternoon with NTU Alumni Association (Malaysia)
Meet alumni and students from Malaysia at this casual networking session.
[Networking]

TR+52

Hi-Tea with NTU Alumni Association (Hong Kong SAR)
Reconnect with fellow alumni from Hong Kong at this casual networking session.
[Talk & Networking] (For CM students & alumni only)

TR+51

Talk on Financial Adulting 101 and Panel Discussion

TR+47

Speaker: NTU Chinese Medicine Alumni Association
A gathering for students to get to know their BMS seniors, network and find out not only
about the TCM industry but also about other industries through a panel discussion.
[Talk]
CoHaSS Conference

The Hive, Level 2

The Hive, Level 2

ADM, Level 2
Auditorium

This year, NTU School of Art, Design and Media is proud to be hosting the CoHASS
Conference 2022 for graduate students, held across two days from 14 to 15 October. It
provides a free platform for emerging arts, humanities, and social science scholars to
showcase papers that are pertinent in this restless era.

4.30pm to
5.15pm

5.15pm to
7.15pm

Key themes:
• Sociotechnical Imaginaries & the Changing World Order
• Eco-conscious Leadership & Governance
• Rethinking Human in the Era of Innovative Mediations
[Talk]
NBS Presents: Managing Workplace Emotions
Speaker: Ms Dawn Foo, Career Management Coach
The workplace often brings out the best and the worst in us, through a range of emotions
each day that occurs from our workplace interactions. How do we recognise the emotions
behind our reactions and what can we do to manage and regulate our emotions in healthy
ways? Hear from Ms Dawn Foo, an advocate for effective interpersonal relationships and a
career management coach for workplace emotional intelligence as she shares on ways to
increase self-awareness of our emotions and behaviours and tips to manage and regulate
them effectively.
[Networking]
Indonesian Alumni Networking Session
Meet alumni and students from Indonesia

The Hive, Level
B3
TR+17

The Hive, Level 2
TR+50
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5.00pm to
6.00pm

5.30pm to
6.45pm

[Hybrid Talk]

PaCE@NTU Presents: Global Economic Outlook 2023 and its Challenges
Speaker: Mr Edward Tay, CEO for Sistema Asia Capital, a Monetary Authority of Singapore
registered fund management company.
The global market is constantly in volatility with geo-political tensions, technology and
supply chain disruption, and climate changes on an unprecedented scale. The speaker will
summarise key global trends, share market insights and practical tips on how fellow NTU
alumni can prime themselves for success in 2023 and beyond.
[Performance]
Guqin Music Performance

SHHK Building
Auditorium, Level
B1

Chinese Heritage
Centre Lobby

Performer: Dr Zang Zhuomin, PhD in Music in traditional musical aesthetics from Nanjing
University of the Arts.
Guqin is a plucked Chinese musical instrument that is similar to a western harp. With its
subtlety and refinement, Guqin has traditionally been highlighted as the most important skill
among the “four arts” for ancient Chinese scholars and literati.
Performance will be for 15 minutes at 5.30pm, 6.00pm and 6.30pm

Carnival Activities from 4pm to 8pm
Time
4.00pm to
8.00pm

4.00pm to
8.00pm

4.00pm to
4.45pm

4.00pm to
5.45pm

4.30pm to
7.00pm
4.30pm to
5.30pm

Programme
Carnival games, food and beverages for sale, wine tasting.
Bring your own food and beverages and a mat to enjoy a family picnic with your loved
ones.
Special Carnival Booths by:
Centre for Professional and Continuing Education
NTU Alumni Club
NTU Students’ Union
School of Biological Sciences Alumni Association
School of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering Alumni Association
University Advancement Office
ADM SELECT Exhibition
ADM SELECT is a curated showcase of some of the best design concepts and artworks
produced by the 13th graduating batch from ADM. Each of these students has imprinted
their own distinct sensibility in solving a variety of design issues, in work that ranges from
the social to the personal. The exhibition highlights unique, innovative and creative
exploratory projects.
[Hands-on Activity]
EEE Escape Game Room
Xperience@EEE is the first technology-enabled escape room in the world that was built
by undergraduate students in a university. Players need to collaboratively work together to
escape the room and complete the mission.
EEE Space Tour (45-minute)
Join this tour to visit the Satellite Research Centre (SaRC) and find out more about the
different satellites that they have designed, built, tested and operated since 2011.
These satellites which are as small as 1U size (10cmx10cmx10cm) communicate with our
UHF/VHF ground station and satellites as large as 100 kg utilise our state-of-the-art 24/7
automated mission control station.
NTU Campus Open-Top Bus Tour
The NTU campus is frequently listed among the top 15 most beautiful university
campuses in the world, so hop onto the open-top buses and admire the beauty of NTU.
MAE Technology Tour (60-minute)
Let us bring you on a tour to different facilities and laboratories for you to view the latest
technologies.
Air Traffic Management Research Institute (ATMRI) was jointly established in 2013 by the
Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore (CAAS) and NTU, with the vision to set up a
renowned ATM research institute, finding innovative solutions, and catalysing an ATM
transformation in the region.
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Venue
Yunnan Garden /
Graduation Lawn
outside Chinese
Heritage Centre

SHHK Building
Foyer, Level 1

Gathering Point:
SHHK Building
Foyer, Level 1

Gathering Point:
SHHK Building
Foyer, Level 1

Gathering Point:
SHHK Building
Foyer, Level 1
Gathering Point:
SHHK Building
Foyer, Level 1

Singapore Centre for 3D Printing (SC3DP) drives research development and industry
adoption of additive manufacturing technology through collaborative projects with leading
industry partners, NTU Schools, and research centres within and beyond NTU.

4.30pm to
5.30pm

Innovation@MAE Laboratory offers students a rare opportunity to connect with and play
an active role in practical engineering projects beyond the core curriculum. The lab is
specially equipped with workshop facilities, electronics equipment and computers for the
design, development and construction of working prototypes.
NTU Heritage Tour (60-minute)
Join this tour to learn more about the heritage of NTU through the different exhibitions
around campus.

Gathering Point:
SHHK Building
Foyer, Level 1

Time & Machine Gallery at NTU Library: Take a nostalgic journey back in time and
experience the technological milestones that marked the evolution of NTU Library. Time
and Machine is a showcase of the machines and media that served our users and
librarians throughout the years. Receive an exclusive door gift from NTU Library when you
visit Time and Machine!
NTU 30th anniversary exhibition at Nanyang Auditorium: This exhibition takes us through
NTU’s journey from an institute primarily responsible for producing engineers who play a
critical role in fuelling Singapore’s economy, into a research-intensive, multi-disciplinary
and innovation-driven top global university.

5.00pm to
7.00pm
6.00pm to
8.00pm

7.15pm

Wang Gungwu Library at Chinese Heritage Centre: In 2003, Professor Wang Gungwu
donated a collection of more than 30,000 books to the library. The library houses
resources on ethnic Chinese overseas subjects as well as some special resources such
as early textbooks, Chinese string-bounded books, genealogies, school magazines and
Chinese clan associations’ publications.
Yunnan Garden Guided Tour (15-minute)
Join this guided tour and let us bring you around the rejuvenated Yunnan Garden.
Student and Alumni Performances
Get some food and drinks from the stalls, sit back and enjoy the performances put up by
our very own NTU groups such as Harmonix, The Violin Duet, Saraca Hall Jamband and
many more!
Lighting Ceremony by NTU President Prof Subra Suresh

Gathering Point:
Chinese Heritage
Centre drop-off
point
Main Stage at
Yunnan Garden /
Graduation Lawn
Main Stage at
Yunnan Garden /
Graduation Lawn

This programme is accurate as of 11 October 2022.
Please note:
(1) In case of wet weather, the outdoor activities at Yunnan Garden will be shifted to College of Humanities, Arts, and Social
Sciences (NTU CoHASS), SHHK Building at 48 Nanyang Avenue.
(2) Pets are not allowed. There are otters and other wild animals living near campus.
(3) We appreciate your help in keeping our campus clean and green, please pick up any litter around you before going
home!
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